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With so many great options, choosing the best places to visit in Europe can be difficult, from 

city breaks filled with fascinating history and culture, getaways in nature among breathtaking 

landscapes and unique natural parks, or the best destinations for a relaxing beach holiday with 

the whole family. 

Venice, Paris and Verona are some of the most beautiful cities for a romantic holiday; Ibiza, 

Belgrade and Amsterdam promise the best parties and liveliest nightlife, while Riga, Florence 

and Vienna delight with history and art. 

Iceland and the Faroe Islands dazzle outdoor enthusiasts with the most beautiful sceneries, 

while Croatia and the Greek Islands stand out for their pristine beaches and crystal clear 

water. 
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Manchester and Barcelona are some of the best cities to watch a football game in Europe, and 

for those who want to practice sports, consider Andorra for winter sports, the Azores for 

watersports and Norway for scenic hikes. 

From the Spanish paella and the Italian pasta to the Ukrainian borsch, Europe is also a 

paradise for the foodies, with extraordinary and diverse gastronomy. 

Ready to start planning your next trip? 

1 – Venice, Italy 

 

Venice is definitely one of the best places in Europe for a Romantic getaway, with lovely 

canals, hundreds of bridges and charming alleys, mixed with fascinating history, stunning 

architecture and a unique lifestyle. 

Explore St. Mark’s Square, where the famous Doge’s Palace is located, one of the most 

visited landmarks in Venice and an impressive Gothic architecture masterpiece. 



Next to the Palace, stop by one of the most beautiful cathedrals in Europe and the most 

important religious site in Venice, the Basilica of San Marco; and for a glimpse of the whole 

Venetian lagoon, climb to the St. Mark’s Campanile observation deck. 

Cross the Paglia Bridge to admire the iconic Bridge of Sighs, and the Rialto Bridge – the 

oldest and most famous in Venice – for an overview of the Grand Canal. And, of course, take 

a boat tour or gondola ride, for a unique viewpoint of the canals! 

Don’t miss a chance to explore the lovely islands of Murano, the perfect place to grab a 

souvenir, or watch a glass-making demonstration; and Burano, famous for its colorful houses. 

See also: things to do in Venice, Doge’s Palace tickets, best Venice boat tours, best places to 

visit in Italy 

2 – Paris, France 

 

Speaking of romantic cities, Paris is a must on every couple’s bucket list. But there’s much 

more to do beyond an idyllic Seine River cruise, or watching the Eiffel Tower lit up! 
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From the prestigious Louvre to the acclaimed d’Orsay, Paris has more museums and 

monuments than one can count. The city itself is a work of art, and a free walking tour or a 

hop-on hop-off bus tour are the best ways to explore the Arc de Triomphe, the Notre Dame, 

the Sacré Coeur, and all that Paris has to offer. 

For those looking for some unusual things to do in Paris, the Catacombs are worth a visit, and 

for the football lovers, don’t miss the PSG Experience stadium tour! 

With plenty of day trips available, the hardest part is choosing among a delicious tasting in the 

Champagne region, touring the beautiful châteaux of the Loire Valley, or feeling the magic at 

Disneyland. 

At nightfall, the city gets as exciting as during the day, with vibrant nightlife and many night 

tours to explore. Stroll through Montmartre or The Latin Quarter, grab a drink at the city’s 

best bars or attend a show at Lido de Paris or Moulin Rouge! 

See also: things to do in Paris, day trips from Paris, tourist attractions in Paris, Louvre 

Museum tickets price, Eiffel Tower tickets price, best Paris night tours, best free walking 

tours, hop on hop off Paris bus tours, cheap Disneyland Paris tickets, Paris Seine River 

cruises, Catacombs Paris tickets price, Musée d’Orsay Tickets price, Lido Paris tickets price, 

PSG Experience stadium tour tickets 

3 – Lisbon, Portugal 
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Lisbon is one of the best places in Europe for those seeking good weather, good food, and 

exciting history, mixed with lively nightlife – especially at Bairro Alto. 

Get lost in the narrow streets and charming alleys of the district of Alfama, the oldest in the 

city, stop by the Sé Cathedral and admire the views from the S. Jorge Castle. 

For the architecture lovers, the Belém district is full of wonders, such as the Belém Tower or 

Jerónimos Monastery, the most magnificent examples of Manueline style – also known as the 

Portuguese late Gothic. 

While in Lisbon, there are plenty of incredible day trips, such as the university town of 

Coimbra; Aveiro, frequently labeled as the Portuguese Venice; or Fátima, the leading 

pilgrimage site. 

However, no trip to Lisbon would be complete without visiting Sintra, the fairy tale city. With 

enchanting woods and a charming medieval village to explore, the cherry on top is the 

colorful Pena Palace, one of Portugal’s most renowned tourist attractions. 

See also: things to do in Lisbon, day trips from Lisbon, Pena Palace Sintra tickets 
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4 – Amsterdam, Netherlands 

 

Among the most bicycle-friendly cities in Europe, the charming capital of the Netherlands, 

Amsterdam is famous for its canals, a fascinating architecture mixture, and great coffee shops. 

Immerse yourself in the city’s rich culture with a visit to Anne Frank’s House in the Jewish 

Quarter and browse through the city’s best museums, such as the Van Gogh Museum or the 

Rijksmuseum. 

Taking a day trip is always a good idea, especially in a beautiful country like the Netherlands. 

Visit the medieval town center of Utrecht, the modern metropolis of Rotterdam, or stop by 

Keukenhof during the spring for a magical glimpse of the tulips fields. 

For a unique experience, sail through the picturesque canals on a canal cruise and marvel at 

the city’s landmarks. 

See also: things to do in Amsterdam, day trips from Amsterdam, Van Gogh Museum last 

minute tickets, best Amsterdam canal cruises, Rijksmuseum tickets 
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5 – Rome, Italy 

 

The capital of the Roman Empire, Rome, has thousands of years of history and culture. It is 

famous for its stunning architecture, with the main attractions being the Colosseum, the Trevi 

Fountain, and the Pantheon. 

Walking around the Eternal City is like visiting an open-air museum, and to check all of the 

best sites, take a city tour or a hop-on hop-off bus tour. 

But there’s also plenty to see indoors, such as the Borghese Gallery, one of the most 

prestigious museums in the world. For those seeking unusual activities, check the Catacombs 

of Rome, the underground galleries used as a cemetery for centuries. 

Once the sun sets, there’s still fun guaranteed in Rome, with exciting nightlife. Choose from 

the night tours available to explore the main attractions, embrace the culture and meet locals. 

Due to its location, Rome is a perfect city to establish a base and explore the rest of Italy. 

Before the trip is over, take a day trip to Naples and the sunny Amalfi Coast, marvel at the 

Renaissance heritage in Florence, or visit the UNESCO World Heritage Sites of Hadrian’s 

Villa or Villa d’Este in Tivoli. 



See also: things to do in Rome, day trips from Rome, best Rome tours, Catacombs Rome 

tickets price, hop on hop off Rome bus tours, Hadrian’s Villa tours from Rome, Villa d’Este 

tours from Rome, Rome night tours, Borghese Gallery last minute tickets, Borghese Gallery 

tickets price, Colosseum last minute tickets, Colosseum tickets price, Colosseum 

Underground tickets 

6 – Tromsø, Norway 

 

Where else in the world can combine the magic of the northern lights with the spectacle of 

city life? Tromsø, located in Norway, is one of the most unique cities in Europe and is known 

as the “Paris of the North” for good reason. 

From reindeer sledding to restaurant excursions, you can enjoy a mix of outdoor adventure 

and urban living. During winter, the skies are illuminated with the aurora borealis. You can 

hit the slopes and go skiing or head indoors for some excellent shopping and dining. Between 

November and January is also an ideal window for whale watching. 

Come summer, you can stay up all night with the Midnight Sun and explore the city, go 

hiking or join a cruise on the fjords to catch sight of the Arctic wildlife. 
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During your visit, don’t forget to soak up the culture. Plenty of festivals run throughout the 

year, including the Tromsø International Film Festival. You can even dine over a traditional 

meal with Sami reindeer herders and gain an appreciation for indigenous heritage. 

See also: things to do in Tromso 

7 – Vatican City 

 

The smallest country in the world and located inside of Rome, Vatican City is one of the best 

European destinations for Catholics or those seeking religious and cultural experiences. 

Tour the city’s top-rated attractions, such as the Vatican Museums, with one of the world’s 

largest art collections, including the Sistine Chapel, to admire Michelangelo’s beautiful 

frescoes, or the St. Peter’s Basilica, to explore one of the holiest and most important 

pilgrimage sites. 

Wander around St. Peter’s Square, a popular gathering point for tourists and book a seat at the 

weekly Papal Audience, held every Wednesday, because no trip to the Vatican is complete 

without seeing the Pope. 
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See also: Vatican Museum tickets, Vatican Museum early access tickets, Vatican Museum 

last minute tickets, best Vatican tours, Papal audience tickets, Sistine Chapel early access 

tickets, St Peter’s Basilica skip the line tickets 

8 – Dubrovnik, Croatia 

 

Also known as the Pearl of the Adriatic, the sunkissed Dubrovnik welcomes thousands of 

tourists every year and marvels them with a unique seafront location and a pleasant Old 

Town. 

Stroll through Cersei’s walk of shame and the Old City Walls on a Game of Thrones tour, that 

takes the fans across the many filming locations in Dubrovnik, one of the best European cities 

for TV shows fans. 

Visit the top of Mount Srd and soak in the views from the Dubrovnik Cable Car; party at 

Banje Beach and enjoy many water activities, such as a kayak and snorkeling adventure! 

To make the most out of the trip, go on a day trip to explore paradise islands, such as the 

Elaphiti Islands or Hvar, and pristine beaches in Budva or Makarska. 
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See also: things to do in Dubrovnik, day trips from Dubrovnik, Game of Thrones tours in 

Dubrovnik 

9 – Canary Islands, Spain 

 

The Canary Islands are a Spanish archipelago in the Atlantic Ocean along the African coast, 

with 8 unique islands to explore. A true gem for outdoor enthusiasts, with mild temperatures, 

sunny weather, and unspoiled natural attractions. 

With plenty of exciting experiences available, Tenerife is the biggest island of the 

archipelago, home to Spain’s highest peak (also one of the highest volcanoes in the world). 

Go for a hike at Teide National Park (or take a stargazing tour), meet the animals at Loro 

Park, and swim with turtles. 

Continue the trip with a visit to Fuerteventura, declared by UNESCO as a biosphere reserve, 

highlighting the dazzling landscapes of Timanfaya National Park. Discover volcanic tunnels 

at Jameos del Agua and Cueva de los Verdes, and taste wine at the volcanic vineyards of La 

Geria. 
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Stop by Gran Canaria to stroll around Vegueta’s old town and relax at the best golden sand 

beaches. But the other islands are also worth a visit, at least on a day trip – La Gomera, with 

the unique Garajonay National Park; El Hierro with more than 40 diving points; 

Save some time for La Palma, with the breathtaking La Caldera de Taburiente National Park; 

Fuerteventura with pristine beaches and La Graciosa with unique underwater flora and fauna. 

See also: things to do in Lanzarote, things to do in Gran Canaria, things to do in Tenerife 

10 – London, United Kingdom 

 

London is at the top of the bucket list for most travelers, and it’s not hard to figure out why: 

one of the world’s most acclaimed and cosmopolitan cities, with over two millennia of 

history, rich in arts, science, architecture, politics, and lively nightlife. 

It’s easy to get overwhelmed with so many great things to do in London, to ensure the best 

sites such as the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace and London Eye are visited, take a 

free walking tour or hop on a bus tour. 
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To relax from the fast pace of the city, stop by the Kew Gardens, meet the animals at London 

Zoo, visit one of the city’s many museums or catch a musical show. 

Consider also taking a day trip to the prehistoric Stonehenge, the spa town of Bath, or the 

charming town of Windsor – with the main attraction being the Windsor Castle. 

And of course, one cannot mention London without a Harry Potter tour and the chance to 

experience the magic Harry Potter Studio. 

See also: things to do in London, things to do in Central London, best London staycation 

hotels, Windsor Castle tours from London, best London Harry Potter tours, best London free 

walking tours, Tower of London tickets price, cheap London Zoo tickets, best London night 

tours, hop on hop off London bus tours, best London musicals, cheap London Eye tickets, day 

trips from London, Harry Potter Studio London last minute tickets, Buckingham Palace last 

minute tickets, Kew Gardens tickets, Windsor Castle tickets price, best London Harry Potter 

places to visit 

11 – Barcelona, Spain 
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Artistic, festive, and fun, Barcelona combines a rich cultural heritage with golden sand 

beaches and vibrant nightlife. 

With the Sagrada Familia attracting visitors worldwide, Park Güell and Casa Batlló are also 

among the city’s highlights. Still, with so much to discover, it might be worth checking the 

Barcelona attractions passes to ensure the best deals and visit as many monuments as possible. 

A walking tour and a hop-on hop-off bus tour are among the best ways to explore Barcelona, 

but the cherry on top is the helicopter tour for an unforgettable bird’s-eye view. 

Stop by La Boqueria to taste some of Barcelona’s finest treats, and for the football fans 

touring the Camp Nou, home of FC Barcelona, is a must. 

After checking all of the best tours Barcelona has to offer, it’s always a great idea to explore 

the surroundings on a day trip. Whether snorkeling on Costa Brava or skiing in Andorra, 

there’s something for every tourist! 

See also: things to do in Barcelona, tourist attractions in Barcelona, day trips from Barcelona, 

Sagrada Familia tickets price, best Barcelona free walking tours, best places to visit in Spain 

12 – Munich, Germany 
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With some of the best breweries and Biergartens in Germany, famous for the annual 

Oktoberfest celebrations, but also with a rich history, architecture, and delicious cuisine, 

Munich is a major European destination. 

Grab a drink at Englischer Garten; explore the Old Town and see the Marienplatz or take a 

food tour at Viktualienmarkt; visit Nymphenburg Palace, the largest Bavarian palace, check 

all of Kunstareal District museums and cheer on Bayern Munich at Allianz Arena. 

The whole Bavaria region is also worth exploring, so save time for a day trip to visit the 

magical Neuschwanstein Castle, the charming medieval town of Rothenburg ob der Tauber, 

or ski at Germany’s highest mountain, Zugspitze. 

See also: things to do in Munich, day trips from Munich 

13 – Monaco 
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The sophisticated and glamorous city-state along the French Riviera, with mild temperatures 

and home to more millionaires than any other region in the world, Monaco is an excellent 

destination during the entire year and has plenty of fun things to do. 

See the sharks at the Oceanographic Museum, stroll through Palais du Prince, take a walking 

tour around the charming Old Town, or catch a world-class performance at Opéra de Monte-

Carlo. 

For car enthusiasts, try a luxury car driving experience and get behind the wheel of a 

Lamborghini or a Ferrari. 

Considering booking the trip during the F1 Grand Prix to catch one of the most thrilling and 

top-rated races in the world and, of course, try your luck at the best casinos – especially the 

Monte-Carlo. 

See also: things to do in Monaco 

14 – Oxford, United Kingdom 
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Home to England’s oldest university, Oxford is a historical wonderland to explore, and the 

highlights include the Ashmolean Museum and the Museum of Natural History. 

Oxford is one of the best European destinations for scholars and literature, and cinema 

enthusiasts, with places like Alice’s shop and Alice’s Window at Christ Church to explore. 

Plenty of famous authors held academic positions at Oxford University, such as Lewis Carroll 

(Alice in Wonderland), J. R. R. Tolkien (The Lord of the Rings) and C. S. Lewis (The 

Chronicles of Narnia), and only one hour drive away, it’s possible to explore Shakespeare’s 

birthplace at Stratford-upon-Avon. 

Discover the most fabulous filming locations on a Harry Potter or Downton Abbey tour, from 

the Divinity School and Bodleian Library to the Cogges Manor Farm and St Mary’s Church. 

See also: things to do in Oxford 

15 – Amalfi Coast, Italy 
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One of the most iconic and charming Italian destinations, attracting thousands of tourists 

every year, Amalfi Coast is the perfect spring/summer getaway, with a stunning coastline, 

breathtaking scenic drives and lovely villages to explore. 

Start the trip in the port city of Salerno and climb to the top of Castello di Arechi to admire 

the unique views 270 meters above the gulf. Continue with Vietri sul Mare to appreciate as 

much art as possible and the typical colorful ceramics. 

Stop by the small fishing village of Cetara and taste the delicious seafood before continuing to 

Maiori and soaking up some local culture and cuisine, or exploring the hidden gem of 

Tramonti. 

Try Minori’s pasta factories, visit the 18th century Church of Santa Trofimena and walk along 

the Path of Lemons. For some jaw-dropping views, stop by Terrazza dell’Infinito in Ravello. 

Head to the hills and check the oldest town in Amalfi Coast, the incredible medieval-style 

village of Scala, and proceed to the photogenic Atrani, before reaching the famous and 

energetic Amalfi. 



Marvel at the magical Emerald Grotto in Conca dei Marini, before heading to Furore and 

crossing Fjord of Furore off the bucket list. Continue to Praiano and Positano, the perfect 

villages to relax by the superb white sand beaches, without forgetting the famous Path of the 

Gods hike. 

See also: things to do on the Amalfi Coast, best Amalfi Coast boat tours 

16 – Dublin, Ireland 

the Long Room of The Old Library at Trinity College Dublin  

Capital of Ireland, the famous Emerald Isle, thousands of tourists are attracted to Dublin for 

the legendary Guinness Storehouse, the Irish beer and lively pubs, but the city has much more 

to offer and has inspired so many artists with its unique beauty. 

From James Joyce’s “Ulysses” to the filming location of “Braveheart”, also visit the deers at 

Phoenix Park, and tour the renowned landmarks, such as the Dublin Castle and the Trinity 

College. 
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When in Dublin, make sure to save time for a day trip and explore the stunning surroundings 

– any Game of Thrones fans out here? There are plenty of tours available, stopping by the 

prominent filming locations in the area. 

See also: things to do in Dublin, day trips from Dublin, Guinness Storehouse tickets price 

17 – Florence, Italy 

 

Florence is easily among the best European destinations for art and history lovers. Birthplace 

of the Renaissance and one of the wealthiest cities during the medieval era, Florence became 

a top-tier artistic, commercial and political center. 

Stroll through the massive Piazza del Duomo, which feels like an open-air museum, and 

climb to the Duomo’s dome for the most impressive view of Florence. 

Discover the home of the Medici Royal Family at Pitti Palace and head to the gothic 

masterpiece of Palazzo Vecchio. 

Florence houses some of the best and most visited museums in Italy, and to make the most out 

of it, consider grabbing a combined ticket to the Uffizi Gallery and Accademia Gallery. 
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Besides Florence, the whole Tuscany region deserves to be explored. Take a day trip to see 

the Leaning Tower of Pisa, the medieval towers of San Gimignano or relax at the spa town of 

Saturnia. 

See also: things to do in Florence, day trips from Florence, Florence Duomo tickets price, 

Florence Duomo tours, Palazzo Vecchio tickets price, Pitti Palace tickets price, Accademia 

Gallery tickets price, Uffizzi Gallery tickets price, museums in Florence 

18 – Santa Claus Village, Finland 

 

This amusement park located in Rovaniemi, in the Lapland region, is one of the best places to 

visit in Europe with children, but grants a whole lot of fun for the whole family. 

The main attractions at the Santa Claus Village are the Arctic Circle, a white line painted 

across the park letting visitors know when they’ve officially entered the Arctic region. 

In the heart of the village, the Santa Claus Office can be found, open since 1992 with the 

world’s nicest man welcoming thousands of visitors from all over the world in his office. 
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Due to its latitude, this charming village and its surroundings are perfect for some northern 

lights hunting. This stunning natural phenomenon will make the Santa Claus Village even 

more magical. 

See also: things to do in Rovaniemi 

19 – Milan, Italy 

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II  

Busy and cosmopolitan, Milan is home to the major Italian fashion brands and offers a perfect 

mix of art and historical architecture, with impressive modern skyscrapers. 

One cannot go to Milan without visiting one of the most sacred landmarks and among the 

most prominent Christian sites globally, the Duomo. Next to it, there’s the Galleria Vittorio 

Emanuele II, the perfect place for window shopping across some high fashion boutiques. 

Book a ticket to Santa Maria Delle Grazie, for the unique opportunity to admire Leonardo da 

Vinci’s Last Supper, one of the most acclaimed works from the creative genius. 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-rovaniemi/


Milan is considerably quick to visit, making the perfect opportunity to combine it with a day 

trip to one of the nearby stunning lakes, such as Lake Como and Lake Garda; or a mountain 

adventure at the Swiss Alps or the Dolomites. 

See also: things to do in Milan, day trips from Milan, Duomo Milan skip the line tickets, 

Santa Maria Delle Grazie tickets price, Last Supper Milan last minute tickets 

20 – Meteora, Greece 

 

Literally meaning “suspended in the air”, Meteora is an impressive area in Greece with unique 

rock formations shaped by the rain, wind and other natural phenomenons for millions of 

years. 

But the most astonishing thing about the area is the Orthodox monasteries housed on top of 

the rocks, assembling one of the world’s largest and most important Orthodox monasteries 

complexes. 

Before the monasteries were built, there were caves – such as the Theopetra Cave – inhabited 

for over 50.000 years and occupied by monks seeking refuge during the Turkish occupation. 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-milan/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-milan/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/duomo-milan-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/santa-maria-delle-grazie-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/last-supper-tickets/


During the 19th century, steps were carved into the rocks, but back in the days, the top was 

only accessible by ropes and retractable ladders, making it even more mind-blowing and 

worth a visit. 

21 – Krka National Park, Croatia 

 

Just one hour away from Split, along the Krka River, is one of Croatia’s best natural wonders, 

the Krka National Park. 

Intended for scientific, cultural, and educational purposes, recreational and touristic activities 

quickly gained popularity among the visitors. 

Visit one of the most preserved and unaltered ecosystems, with exceptionally rich flora. Even 

though it’s no longer possible to swim there, it’s still worth a visit to the Skradinski Buk, an 

incredible natural pool with a set of waterfalls. 

Set aside one full day to explore the park and the footpaths, and consider taking either a 

sightseeing or boat tour. 



22 – Bologna, Italy 

 

The capital of the Emilia-Romagna region and world-famous for some of the most delicious 

pasta dishes, Bologna is one of the best places to visit in Europe for the foodies. 

Try as many Tagliatelle al Ragù Bolognese as possible, and consider a food tour to taste the 

best cured meats, sausages, and cheeses across the city’s popular markets, such as the 

Quadrilatero Old Market and Mercato Delle Erbe. 

Between food tastings, climb the Bologna Towers, once used by the wealthy families for 

defensive purposes. Wander around Bologna’s main square, Piazza Maggiore, and find the 

hidden canals at Finestrella di Via Piella. 

See also: things to do in Bologna 

23 – Brussels, Belgium 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-bologna/


 

Home to the European Parliament and known as the capital of Europe, along with world-class 

beer, delicious chocolate and waffles, mixed with rich history, architecture and museums, 

make Brussels a traveler’s dream. 

Start exploring at the Grand Place, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in the center of Brussels, 

and don’t forget a visit to the Atomium. 

To check all of the iconic landmarks like the Parc du Cinquantenaire and the Palais Royal, 

consider either a bike or a bus tour, and stop by the world’s largest parliamentary visitor 

center, the Parlamentarium. 

See also: things to do in Brussels 

24 – Berlin, Germany 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-brussels/


 

Famous for its world-class museums and for being one of the most iconic European cities, 

Berlin combines turbulent history, high technology, and culture with authentic German pubs 

and Biergartens. 

For the most breathtaking views of the city, visit the TV Tower and the German Parliament 

Building, also known as the Reichstag, and climb to its dome. 

Consider a walking tour to learn about history at the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of 

Europe and what’s left of the Berlin wall; walk across the Brandenburg Gate, and stroll 

through the main landmarks, such as the Alexanderplatz. 

See also: things to do in Berlin, best free walking tours in Berlin, Reichstag Dome tickets, 

Berlin TV Tower tickets price 

25 – Pompeii, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-berlin/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-free-walking-tours-berlin/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/reichstag-dome-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/berlin-tv-tower-tickets/


 

Speaking of turbulent history, just 30 minutes away from Naples is a major UNESCO World 

Heritage Site and one of the most visited archeological sites in the world, the city of Pompeii 

is one of the best places to visit in Europe for history lovers. 

Destroyed by Mount Vesuvius’s eruption, the quick burial of the Roman city allowed its 

preservation for centuries and its excavation provided unique information about life in the 

ancient world. 

The Archaeological Park of Pompeii is definitely worth visiting and there are plenty of tours 

departing from nearby locations, such as the Amalfi Coast villages. There’s also the 

possibility to combine it with a climb to Mount Vesuvius. 

Among the unmissable places to check are the Basilica, the Forum, the House of Faun and 

one of the oldest surviving Roman amphitheaters, the Amphitheatre of Pompeii. Get a skip-

the-line ticket and start exploring right away! 

See also: Pompeii tickets, best Pompeii tours 

26 – Andorra 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/pompeii-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-pompeii-tours/


 

This small country, located by the eastern Pyrenees, between Spain and France, is one of the 

best winter destinations in Europe when it becomes a ski and snowboard paradise. 

Among the fun things to do in Andorra are plenty of ski areas, such as Pas de la Casa, 

Vallnord, and Grandvalira. 

Andorra la Vella – the capital – is also worth checking, with the largest spa center in Europe, 

the magnificent Caldea, fed by mineral-rich thermal waters. 

This is also an excellent destination for beautiful hikes and mountain biking experiences 

throughout the entire year. Enjoy a getaway in nature, amid lakes and mountains, with trails 

for all levels – such as the Tristaina Lake Trail. 

27 – Manchester, United Kingdom 



 

Manchester is one of the UK’s major creative hubs, with outstanding nightlife, lovely 

Victorian-era architecture, and a renowned sporting industry. 

An excellent destination for sports lovers, start the trip with a tour of the two main stadiums, 

the Old Trafford, home of Manchester United, and Etihad Stadium, home of Manchester City; 

and check out the National Football Museum. 

With a thriving arts scene, there’s plenty to explore indoors – at the Manchester Art Gallery or 

The Whitworth – but also outdoors, on a memorable street art tour. 

And the fun doesn’t end when the sun goes down. Catch a performance at Manchester Opera 

House, which has hosted major musicals like the Phantom of the Opera; or see a show at one 

of Europe’s largest indoor arenas, AO Arena. 

See also: things to do in Manchester 

28 – Madrid, Spain 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-manchester/


 

Welcoming millions of visitors every year, the stunning capital of Spain, Madrid, promises a 

trip full of exciting things to do and unforgettable memories. 

Start with a glimpse of the Spanish Royal Family life at the Royal Palace of Madrid and check 

the Almudena Cathedral nearby. Consider joining a free walking tour and exploring the 

unique districts, such as Barrio de las Letras or La Latina - and even a Money Heist’s filming 

locations tour. 

With some of the finest European museums housed in Madrid, marvel at the greatest 

masterpieces from Goya, Reubens, or El Greco at Prado Museum, and Pablo Picasso’s 

Guernica at Reina Sofia Museum. 

Due to its central location, Madrid is the perfect base for exploring other Spanish gems, such 

as the impressive medieval castle in Segovia, the wine region of Ribera del Duero, or the 

lively university city of Salamanca. 

See also: things to do in Madrid, day trips from Madrid, Royal Palace of Madrid tickets price, 

Reina Sofia Museum tickets price, Prado Museum tickets price, Madrid free walking tours 

29 – Azores, Portugal 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-madrid/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-madrid/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/royal-palace-of-madrid-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/reina-sofia-museum-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/prado-museum-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/madrid-free-walking-tours/


 

One of Europe’s best-kept secrets and often compared to Hawaii, the subtropical archipelago 

of Azores is a hidden gem in the Atlantic ocean. With nine inhabited islands, this is one of the 

best destinations for outdoor lovers and those seeking a nature retreat. 

With mild temperatures and incredible coastline, Azores are a paradise for watersports 

enthusiasts. Step away from the shore and embark on some diving adventure or whale and 

dolphin watching. 

Explore the beautiful trails and soak in the views of the Sete Cidades Caldera or Boca do 

Inferno viewpoint in São Miguel island; hike Mount Pico in Pico Island, Monte Brasil in 

Terceira, or Fajã Grande in Flores and spot many lakes, waterfalls, and breathtaking 

landscapes. 

Also, in São Miguel, stop by Furnas Valley to check the geothermal wonder of Lagoa das 

Furnas, immerse in the hot springs of Terra Nostra Garden, and taste the unique Cozido das 

Furnas, a local stew made from meat and vegetable, slowly cooked underground with the hot 

springs steam. 

See also: things to do in the Azores 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-the-azores/


30 – Loire Castles, France 

Chenonceau Castle in Loire Valley  

Once the extravagant retreats of the French kings, designed for entertainment and enjoyment 

purposes, today, the fairy tale castles of the Loire Valley are one of the most fascinating 

European destinations. 

With tours for all kinds of budgets, this dreamy multi-day trip easily reached from Paris must 

be on everyone’s list – the most challenging part is choosing which ones to visit, among so 

many great options. 

The glorious and beautiful decorated Château of Chambord is one of France’s most famous 

castles; originally a fortified tower, Château de Villandry stands out for the marvelous 

Renaissance gardens. 

With stunning views of the Loire River, Château d’Amboise might be small but equally worth 

visiting; Château du Clos Lucé, the official residence of Leonardo da Vinci between 1516 and 

1519; and the list of the best Loire Valley Castles goes on! 

See also: best Loire Valley Castles 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/loire-valley-castles/


31 – Lake Bled, Slovenia 

 

One of Slovenia’s most popular tourist attractions, with clear turquoise waters and a stunning 

tiny island with a church in the middle, Lake Bled is perfect for a summer getaway. 

Easily reached from Ljubljana, the visit to Lake Bled can also be combined with Vintgar 

Gorge, another of Bled’s natural wonders. 

Adventure on the lake on a boat ride, kayaking, or take a dip in the swimming area. For some 

land activities, hike the Ojstrica and Mala Osojnica loop trail. 

The medieval Bled Castle is also worth visiting, sitting atop a cliff 130 meters above the lake, 

with stunning views – especially at sunset – and even a unique dining experience. Tasting the 

typical Bled Cream Cake called Kremšnita is a must for those with a sweet tooth. 

32 – Mallorca, Spain 



 

The sunny jewel of the Balearic Islands, Mallorca is one of the best European summer 

destinations and among the most popular Mediterranean islands. 

Explore its spectacular coastline and relax at the most pristine white sand beaches of Cala 

Vella and Es Trenc Beach, or adventure on a snorkeling tour and explore the underwater 

wonders. 

Wander around Palma de Mallorca Old Town, stop by the magnificent Palma Cathedral and 

delight yourself on a tapas tour. 

Mallorca offers breathtaking landscapes, and hiking Serra de Tramuntana mountain is a must. 

However, don’t overlook the stunning underworld of Cuevas del Drach and Caves of Hams. 

See also: things to do in Mallorca 

33 – Cinque Terre, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-mallorca/


 

A popular Italian tourist destination, the coastal villages of Cinque Terre offer stunning 

beaches, photogenic colorful houses, thrilling hikes and superb cuisine. 

Monterosso al Mare is the biggest of the five villages and the ultimate beach destination. 

Vernazza is famous for the colorful houses along the small harbor, with the castle on top of 

the hill, quickly becoming the most photographed spot in the region. 

Riomaggiore, famous for delicious wine and olive oil, is connected to Manarola through Via 

dell’Amore, the most romantic footpath with incredible sea views. 

Last but not least, stop by the oldest and smallest villa, Corniglia. Surrounded by lovely 

vineyards, stop by Saint Mary’s Terrace and soak in the views. 

See also: Best Cinque Terre boat tours 

34 – Faroe Islands 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-cinque-terre-boat-tours/


 

Tucked between Iceland and Norway, bathed by the Atlantic Ocean, the Faroe Islands offer 

one of the best and most unique sceneries in Europe, and its popularity is quickly rising. 

Explore Lake Sorvagsvatn and its optical illusion, with an angle where it looks like the river is 

floating above the ocean; marvel at the beautiful Mulafossur Waterfall in the village of 

Gasadalur and snap a picture of the iconic Drangarnir. 

Home to thousands of Puffins, visit the Mykines island to meet these adorable birds. With 

more sheep than humans, you’re most likely to encounter these fluffy inhabitants during the 

trip. 

Despite the remote locations, exploring the Faroe Islands on a road trip is very easy, 

especially with the underwater tunnels connecting them. 

35 – Krakow, Poland 



 

One of Poland’s oldest cities and the second-largest one, there are several reasons to visit the 

historical Krakow. 

Start by wandering around the charming old town and let this UNESCO World Heritage site 

transport you back to middle age. 

Explore Wawel Royal Castle, one of Poland’s most important cultural sites, the largest 

medieval square, Rynek, and tour Kazimierz, the Jewish Quarter. 

Just a few minutes away from Krakow, save the last day for a tour to Auschwitz-Birkenau – 

which can be emotionally draining, but full of remarkable stories that deserve to be 

remembered. 

See also: things to do in Krakow 

36 – Pisa, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-krakow/


Leaning Tower of Pisa  

Worldwide famous for the leaning tower and for being the birthplace of Galileo Galilei, Pisa 

is an excellent destination for a weekend getaway. 

The city’s highlight is Piazza dei Miracoli, where it’s possible to explore the main landmarks 

– the Pisa Cathedral, Pisa Baptistry, and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 

It’s also worth strolling through the River Arno, walking along the shopping street, Borgo 

Stretto, and checking Pisa’s second main square, Piazza dei Cavalieri. 

Save at least one full day to explore the surrounding area and make the most of your Tuscany 

trip, admiring the Renaissance city walls of Luca, the modern Livorno, by the Ligurian Sea, or 

the enchanting Florence. 

See also: Leaning Tower of Pisa tickets 

37 – Malaga, Spain 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/leaning-tower-of-pisa-tickets/


 

In the sunny Spanish Costa del Sol, showing the best Andalusia has to offer, Malaga mixes 

paradisiac beaches, diverse museums, vibrant nightlife and delicious tapas. 

With a rich history, explore the Alcazaba and marvel at the views from the ancient Gibralfaro 

Castle. 

The birthplace of Pablo Picasso, find plenty of its wonderful works at the Picasso Museum or 

join a walking tour and pass across the artist’s childhood home. 

Sunbathe at the best Mediterranean beaches, from the famous Playa la Malagueta to the less 

crowded Playa Peñon del Cuervo. 

See also: things to do in Malaga 

38 – Bran Castle, Romania 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-malaga/


 

One of Europe’s most famous castles, perched atop a hill, the Bran Castle is commonly 

known as Dracula’s home. 

Built during the 12th century at Transylvania and Wallachia’s border, used for defensive 

purposes against the Ottoman Empire, providing safe passage between the regions and 

contributing to their economic development. 

The site gained popularity for matching the castle described in Bram Stoker’s novel, Dracula, 

even though the Irish author never visited Romania. 

Welcoming thousands of visitors per year, it houses a private museum dedicated to Queen 

Marie’s art and furniture collection, richly ornating the rooms. 

See also: best Castles in Europe 

39 – Kravica Waterfall, Bosnia and Herzegovina 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-castles-in-europe/


 

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the large Kravica Waterfall by the Trebižat River is one of the 

country’s most precious jewels and best-kept secrets, with its popularity still rising. 

Open from May to October, with 25 meters high, this is one of the most beautiful places to 

visit in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the area has much more to offer, such as a peaceful 

picnic area and a small cafe. 

During the hottest months, the best part of the visit is diving into the lake’s clear waters. 

There are kayaking tours through the river available for those wanting to explore a little more. 

40 – Keukenhof gardens, Netherlands 



 

The world’s most extensive flower garden, the Keukenhof is one of the best places to visit in 

Europe during the spring and witness this once-in-a-lifetime experience of seeing 7 million 

tulips bloom. 

Rent a bike and pedal around the park or take a relaxing boat tour, a visit to the Keukenhof 

gardens is also an excellent program for the whole family, let the kids join a scavenger hunt 

throughout the gardens or pet some furry friends at the petting zoo. 

Attracting millions of visitors each year, the garden is easily reached from Amsterdam and 

Rotterdam. 

See also: Keukenhof Gardens tickets price 

41 – Prague, Czech Republic 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/keukenhof-tulips-gardens-tickets-price/


 

Prague is a dream destination with diverse architecture, from the gothic wonder of Church of 

Our Lady before Týn to the modern and creative Dancing House; outstanding museums, and 

vibrant nightlife. 

Start with a walking tour to check the city’s main sites, from admiring the outstanding Old 

Town and seeing the famous Astronomical Clock, to the iconic Prague Castle. 

Cross the Charles Bridge – possibly on a ghost tour, and learn at the various museums, from 

the Museum of Communism to the Apple Museum. 

Immerse in the local culture and attend a Czech Folklore Show or get the time of your life at a 

locally-led pub crawl. 

See also: things to do in Prague, Prague Castle tickets price, Prague free walking tours 

42 – Athens, Greece 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-prague/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/prague-castle-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/prague-free-walking-tours/


 

Overflowing with legends and stories from the Greek Empire, ranking among the sunniest 

cities in Europe, Athens’s rich history mixed with modernity makes it a complex and 

extraordinary destination. 

Explore the main historical landmarks, such as the iconic Acropolis – and climb there for the 

city’s best views; marvel at the Parthenon temple’s architecture and visit the Temple of 

Olympian Zeus. 

After checking all monuments and museums, relax by the white sand beaches at Athens 

Riviera, or consider a day trip to make the most of this Greek adventure. 

See also: things to do in Athens, day trips from Athens, Acropolis tickets 

43 – Versailles, France 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-athens/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-athens/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/acropolis-tickets/


Hall of Mirrors, Versailles Palace  

Formerly a royal residence, the magnificent Versailles Palace is one of the world’s most 

visited palaces nowadays and can be easily reached from Paris. 

Several tickets are available, some of which also include the Estate of Trianon, Versailles 

Gardens, and even the musical fountain show, to make the most of the visit – and if the tickets 

are sold out, check how to grant last-minute Versailles Palace tickets! 

With a massive area and over 2000 rooms, it might be worth considering a guided tour to 

understand its history. One of the palace’s highlights is the Hall of Mirrors, with 357 mirrors. 

See also: Versaille tickets price, best Versailles tours, best places to visit in France 

44 – Porto, Portugal 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/versailles-palace-last-minute-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/versailles-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/versailles-tours/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-places-to-visit-in-france/


 

Often considered one of the best European destinations, Porto has outstanding beauty mixed 

with delicious gastronomy and incredible nightlife. 

Explore the old town and its iconic landmarks, from the Sé do Porto Cathedral to the colorful 

Largo da Pena Ventosa square, and the spectacular views from Miradouro da Vitória. 

While in Porto, one can’t overlook the chance to taste one of the world’s most famous wines, 

the delicious Francesinha, and catch a fado show. 

There are plenty of fun things to do in Porto, from observing the inspiration behind Harry 

Potter at Gomes Teixeira Square to the fantastic Douro Valley cruises, or exciting day trips to 

the Peneda-Gerês National Park and the Minho region. 

See also: things to do in Porto 

45 – Stockholm, Sweden 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-porto/


 

A small city where the land meets the sea, with a rich Viking history, exciting music scene, 

and plenty of islands to explore on a kayaking trip, Stockholm is an excellent destination for a 

quick city break. 

Admire artifacts at the Royal Palace and wander around the colorful Gamla Stan – which 

translates to Old Town. 

To get deeper into the city’s history, visit the 17th-century warship at Vasa Museum. With the 

Vikings being one of Sweden’s most famous ancestors, several tours pass through the most 

important sites, such as the ancient settlement of Granby. 

Delight in modern Swedish cuisine and enjoy Stockholm’s nightlife, whether it is by catching 

a show at Avicii Arena, seeing a ballet at Royal Swedish Opera, or joining a pub crawl. 

See also: things to do in Stockholm 

46 – Riga, Latvia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-Stockholm/


 

Riga is the liveliest among the capitals, with outstanding Art Nouveau architecture, exuberant 

nightlife, and stunning landscapes. 

Stroll around the Old Town, a UNESCO World Heritage Site with most of Riga’s 

monuments, such as the iconic House of the Blackheads, the St. Peter’s Church, or the Central 

Market. 

Learn about the Latvian War of Independence at Freedom Monument, and get transported 

back to Medieval times at the Swedish Gate. 

Try some Riga Black Balsam – made from pure vodka – and party at the many pubs and bars. 

47 – Granada, Spain 



 

Granada is an excellent choice for a city break: one of the most iconic Andalusian 

destinations, famous for its UNESCO World Heritage Sites, beautiful Islamic architecture, 

delicious tapas, and exciting flamenco shows. 

Perched atop a hill, find the impressive Alhambra fortress and marvel at the views from the 

Alcazaba Tower. There are plenty of Alhambra tickets available, some of which also combine 

the visit to Generalife. 

Check the Royal Chapel of Granada, explore the unique Albaicín district, and explore the 

Moorish-styled Alcaicería. For a remarkable sunset, stop by San Nicolas Viewpoint. 

With a rich Arab heritage, save some time to relax at a traditional hammam spa or tour the 

best-preserved Arab baths at El Bañuelo. 

See also: things to do in Granada, Alhambra tickets price 

48 – Kiruna, Sweden 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-granada/
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As the northernmost city in Sweden, Kiruna is well-situated for all of your Arctic adventures. 

Whether you’re journeying here to witness the aurora borealis or stay the night in the famous 

Ice Hotel, Kiruna will expand your horizons. 

Head to the Abisko National Park and immerse yourself in the alpine landscape. Here, you 

can watch the northern lights come out, go hiking or practice your photographic skills. 

For a classic Swedish experience, put on your snowsuit and go dog sledding! Keep your 

camera on hand to capture the once-in-a-lifetime ride. This is one activity the kids won’t soon 

forget. If you’re looking for more of an adrenaline rush, you can traverse the terrain on a 

snowmobile. 

To get a taste of local culture, you can join a city tour that includes dining out on street food. 

Savor the Arctic cheese and reindeer and moose meat in a traditional tipi! 

See also: things to do in Kiruna 

49 – Frankfurt, Germany 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-kiruna/


 

Once among the most significant medieval cities in Germany, most of Frankfurt was 

destroyed during the Second World War. Nowadays, it perfectly blends modernity and 

history, with an impressive skyline, rich museums, the Goethe-Haus, and Anne Frank’s first 

home. 

Look out for the city’s oldest building, the 15th-century medieval Eschenheim Tower, 

contrasting with Financial District’s opulent skyscrapers – where the city gets its Mainhattan 

nickname from. 

Explore the lively Römerberg and soak in the views from the top of the Frankfurt Cathedral 

observation tower. Cross the Eiserner Steg bridge and stroll through the scenic Mainkai walk 

while marveling at the Main river. 

Famous for its sausages, stop by Kleinmarkthalle to grab a traditional wurst at Metzgerei 

Schreiber, and accompany it with some apple wine. 

See also: things to do in Frankfurt 

50 – Capri, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-frankfurt/


 

Located in the Gulf of Naples, with an outstanding landscape and delicious cuisine, there’s a 

lot to explore in Capri. 

Check the world-famous Piazzetta di Capri, the island’s center and its liveliest area, and try 

some ravioli capresi at the local restaurants. 

Book a boat tour in Capri and adventure on its stunning turquoise waters and marvel at the 

Arco Naturale and Blue Gotto. Relax by the Gardens of Augustus and admire its views. 

Visit the dreamy Villa San Michele and, of course, sunbathe at Capri’s best beaches such as 

Marina Grande, the best one for swimming, and the famous Bagni di Tiberio. 

See also: best boat tours in Capri 

51 – Greek Islands 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-boat-tours-in-capri/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-boat-tours-in-capri/


 

From the worldwide famous dreamy white villages of Santorini to the unique pink sand of 

Elafonisi Beach in Crete, the Greek Islands are a piece of heaven in the Mediterranean and 

definitely worth visiting. 

In Crete, the largest of the islands, stroll around the Venetian Harbour and explore Chania’s 

lovely Old Town, sunbathe in Falasarna, and marvel at the historical Knossos Palace. 

Continuing to one of the finest islands in the Aegean Sea, Rhodes, explore the ancient ruins of 

Lindos Acropolis, snorkel in secluded coves, and wonder at the natural reserve of the 

Butterflies Valley. 

Home of Hippocrates, Kos has a rich history and unique landscapes to explore. Continue with 

Mykonos with a lovely old town and vibrant nightlife, making it one of the best greek islands 

for partying. 

With jaw-dropping turquoise waters, stop by Porto Timoni Beach in Corfu, snorkel in one of 

the finest Blue Lagoons in the world, and visit the distinctive Cape Dastris cliffs. 

On the best European island for a honeymoon, the charming Santorini, watch the most 

romantic sunsets at Oia and swim at the unique Red Beach with volcanic red sand. 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-greek-islands-to-visit/


And of course, there’s much more to explore, considering Greece has over 200 islands. Enjoy 

the dreamiest beaches, embrace its rich history and try the delicious Mediterranean cuisine. 

See also: things to do in Rhodes, things to do in Kos, things to do in Santorini, things to do in 

Crete, things to do in Corfu, things to do in Mykonos, things to do in Paros, things to do in 

Naxos 

52 – Plitvice Lakes National Park, Croatia 

 

Croatia’s oldest and largest natural park, with almost 300 km², Plitvice Lakes, is one of the 

best places to visit in Europe and among its most extraordinary natural wonders. 

Its primary attraction is the crystal clear lakes, which only cover 1% of this enormous park. 

With a total of 16 main lakes connected through stunning waterfalls, even though they look 

enchanting, swimming is prohibited. 

With incredible fauna and flora to admire, adventure on the park’s hiking trails, or rent a boat 

and row in Kozjak lake. The park turns into a white wonderland during the winter, and skiing 

is among the most popular activities. 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-rhodes/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-kos/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-things-to-do-in-santorini/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-crete/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-crete/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-corfu/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-mykonos/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-paros/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-naxos/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-naxos/


53 – Seville, Spain 

 

Among the most famous cities of Andalusia, with world-famous flamenco shows, glorious 

architecture, and delicious tapas, the sunkissed Seville is filled with fun things to do. 

With Christian and Moorish influences, explore the stunning Real Alcázar of Seville, and 

continue to the Seville Cathedral & La Giralda, the world’s largest Gothic cathedral. 

Climb to the unique Setas de Sevilla and rent a rowboat at Plaza de Plaza de España. And for 

the Game of Thrones fans, there are a couple of filming locations to visit. 

To make the most of your trip, there are plenty of day trips available, from the historical 

Italica, the natural wonder of Doñana National Park, the unique city of Ronda, to the paradise 

beaches at Zahara de los Atunes. 

See also: things to do in Seville, day trips from Seville, Real Alcazar of Seville tickets price 

54 – Belgrade, Serbia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-seville/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-seville/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/real-alcazar-tickets/


 

World-famous for its vibrant nightlife and parties, Belgrade has something for everyone – 

from spectacular galleries and architecture to the bustling streets and best bars. 

Visit Belgrade’s largest park, Kalemegdan, and find the old citadel at the Belgrade Fortress. 

Admire Serbia’s major Orthodox Church, the Church of St Sava, and stop by the Nikola Tesla 

Museum. 

After absorbing all of the city’s rich and turbulent history, embrace its reputable nightlife, 

with great indoor clubs and taverns during the cold months, and riverside venues for the warm 

months. 

55 – Trolltunga, Norway 



 

Translated to “troll tongue”, Norway’s most famous rock formation and one of the most 

photographed in the world, Trolltunga, is perched on the side of a fjord, over 1000 meters 

above the sea. 

The 14 km hike starts by the Ringedalsvatnet lake and takes about 8-12 hours, depending on 

the experience level. Despite the challenging trail, take the time to enjoy the journey and 

marvel at the breathtaking Norwegian landscape. 

56 – Ibiza, Spain 



 

A Spanish oasis in the Mediterranean, the island of Ibiza is one of the best places to visit in 

Europe during the summer months. 

With an outstanding coastline, take a boat tour and cool down by the island’s incredible 

beaches, from Cala Comte, the most famous one, the calm turquoise waters of Cala Bassa, to 

the hippie vibe of Cala Benirràs. 

Wander around the fortified Old Town, with labyrinth streets and the best views over the 

harbor. 

And what most visitors come from: go party – from plenty of boat and pool parties to join, to 

the world’s most famous beach clubs and the best party venues, there’s always fun granted in 

Ibiza. 

See also: things to do in Ibiza 

57 – Geneva, Switzerland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-ibiza/


 

Near the French border, the city of Geneva is the headquarters of the United Nations in 

Europe, with the impressive Palais des Nations. 

Explore the charming Old Town, see the Flower Clock at the lovely Jardin Anglais and visit 

the city’s incredible museums such as the Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum. 

By the margin of Geneva Lake, admire one of the world’s tallest water fountains, Jet d’Eau, 

and explore the lake and the surrounding cities on a boat tour. 

And while in Switzerland, taste as much chocolate as possible! 

See also: things to do in Geneva 

58 – Sofia, Bulgaria 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-geneva/


 

Less touristy than the nearby European capitals, Sofia is famous for the massive Saint 

Alexander Nevsky Patriarch’s Cathedral, the royal Vrana Palace, and the 10th-century 

Boyana Church. 

Stroll through the pedestrian Pirotska Street, stop by its excellent shops and cafes, or grab a 

souvenir at the Central Market Hall. 

Catch a worldwide famous folklore show or a performance at the Sofia Opera and Ballet, and 

embrace the city’s lively nightlife. 

See also: things to do in Sofia 

59 – Ljubjana, Slovenia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-sofia/


 

The charming capital of Slovenia by the margin of the Ljubljanica River, one of Ljubljana’s 

most iconic attractions is the Ljubljana Castle perched atop a hill, in the middle of the city. 

Cross the Dragon Bridge – with the dragon being the city’s symbol and protector – explore 

the beautiful Old Town, with the lively Prešeren Square, and finish by relaxing at the large 

Tivoli Park. 

For some alternative activities, stop by the Metelkova Art Center, the city’s cultural and 

artistic hub, with performances, exhibitions, and a lot of incredible street art. 

60 – Copenhagen, Denmark 



 

Famous for being Hans Christian Andersen’s birthplace and the little mermaid sculpture, this 

small Scandinavian city has a lot to offer to its visitors. 

With magnificent Danish cuisine and the famous Tivoli Gardens amusement park, 

Copenhagen attracts visitors worldwide. 

Shop at Strøget, Europe’s largest pedestrian streets, wander around the city’s Old Town, and 

admire Nyhavn’s colorful architecture through a canal cruise. 

Delve into Copenhagen’s rich history and culture with a visit to Christiansborg Palace and the 

many museums – such as the National Museum of Denmark. 

See also: things to do in Copenhagen 

61 – Mont Saint Michel, France 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-copenhagen/


 

Easily reached on a day trip from Paris to Normandy, the magnificent Mont Saint Michel is 

one of France’s most remarkable medieval gems. 

Welcoming pilgrims since the 8th century, this small island with the Abbey of Mont Saint-

Michel perched at the top is one of the most unique places to visit in Europe. 

Take the time to explore the medieval village, admire the ancient defense walls and climb to 

the North Tower observation deck, for an outstanding view of the bay. 

See also: best Normandy tours from Paris 

62 – Helsinki, Finland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-normandy-tours-from-paris/


 

By the shore of the Gulf of Finland, the charming Helsinki delights those who visit it with 

stunning sea landscapes, landmarks and delicious Nordic cuisine. 

Take the ferry to one of the world’s largest sea fortresses, Suomenlinna, once a substantial 

naval base. Today, not only one of Finland’s most fantastic attractions but also home to 900 

inhabitants. 

With a great diversity of attractions, visit Temppeliaukio Church, an ancient church carved 

into a rock, the 19th century Helsinki Cathedral and the orthodox Uspenski Cathedral. 

Explore the city’s interesting museums, from the art pieces at Kiasma and Ateneum to the 

Design Museum. Save also some time to grab a souvenir at Helsinki’s Market Square or get 

the adrenaline rushing at Linnanmäki amusement park. 

See also: things to do in Helsinki 

63 – The Blue Eye, Albania 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-helsinki/


 

The Blue Eye, a natural water spring pool, source to the Bistricë River, is one of the most 

unique places to visit in Albania. 

Easily reached upon a 35-minute drive from the city of Sarandë, the Blue Eye dazzles 

everyone with its turquoise crystal clear waters, surrounded by a dense forest. 

Divers have explored at least 50 meters, but its total depth is still uncertain. Even though 

swimming in these mysterious waters is prohibited, marvel at this incredible natural 

phenomenon and watch the bubbles rising to the surface. 

64 – Edinburgh, United Kingdom 



 

Famous for its iconic castle perched atop a hill and the medieval old town, Edinburgh’s 

culture-rich city and artistic is one of the most incredible places to visit in the UK. 

Enjoy the best panoramic views from Calton Hill or hike the 2.4-mile trail through the ancient 

volcano up to Arthur’s Seat. 

Explore the city’s greatest museums, such as the National Museum or the National Galleries 

of Scotland, and visit the Palace of Holyroodhouse, the former residence of Scotland’s 

queens. 

There are plenty of fun things to do in Edinburgh, from visiting some of Outlander’s filming 

locations, to taking this opportunity to explore more of Scotland’s beauty, with a day trip to 

Loch Ness and the Highlands. 

See also: things to do in Edinburgh, day trips from Edinburgh, Edinburgh Castle tickets price, 

Palace of Holyroodhouse tickets price 

65 – Bratislava, Slovakia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-edinburgh/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-edinburgh/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/edinburgh-castle-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/palace-of-holyroodhouse-tickets/


 

Not the typical European capital, easily visited in one weekend, the lovely Bratislava offers 

plenty of significant landmarks to explore. 

Explore the city’s charming Old Town, cross the Michael’s Gate and visit the fairy-tale 

Bratislava Castle. 

Admire the art nouveau of The Blue Church, admire the views from the historical Devín 

Castle and stroll through Bratislava’s best museums. 

Save also some time to soak in the local culture, from catching a play at Slovak National 

Theatre to trying the city’s best cafes and lively bars. 

66 – Mycenae, Greece 



 

Located in eastern Peloponnese, Mycenae, what was once one of the Greek civilization’s 

major centers, is today one of Greece’s most important archaeological sites. 

Quickly visited on a day trip from Athens, with buses running between the two cities, explore 

the kingdom of the legendary Agamemnon, commander of the Greek forces in the Trojan 

War. 

Cross the famous Lion Gate, the entrance to the fortified town, and visit the Treasury of 

Atreus, where it’s allegedly the tomb of Agamemnon. 

Also, stop by the Archaeological Museum and marvel at the impressive exhibits and artifacts 

excavated at the site. 

67 – Salzburg, Austria 



 

A worldwide famous music center, from the birthplace of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart to the 

internationally acclaimed annual Salzburg Festival and the greatest operas and orchestral 

concerts, Salzburg is one of the best cities to visit in Austria. 

Relive the iconic Sound of Music with several tours passing through the movie’s filming 

locations – including tours departing from Vienna and Munich, if you’re only planning to take 

a day trip. 

While in the city, explore one of Europe’s biggest medieval castles, the Hohensalzburg 

Fortress, wander around Mirabell Palace’s gardens, and admire most of the city’s landmarks 

at the Old Town, including Salzburg Cathedral and the lively Getreidegasse shopping street. 

See also: things to do in Salzburg, best Sound of Music tours in Salzburg 

68 – Rhine Falls, Switzerland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-salzburg/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/sound-of-music-tours-in-salzburg/


 

The largest waterfall in Europe, the massive Rhine Falls are one of the best places to visit in 

Switzerland, located on the border between Schaffhausen and Zurich. 

A great attraction all year round, but the true power of the Rhine Falls is visible during the 

summer, with the water impressively flowing at 600,000 liters per second. 

Just 40 minutes away from Zurich, it’s an excellent destination for a day trip. Start by 

exploring the lovely villages by the river and marvel at nature’s beauty from the multiple 

viewing platforms. 

For an even more memorable experience, consider taking a boat cruise if visiting between 

spring to fall. 

69 – Oslo, Norway 



 

Frequently overlooked compared to its neighbors, the city of Oslo deserves a place on every 

traveler’s bucket list, with plenty of fun activities available. 

For the history lovers, stop by the Viking Ship Museum and wander around one of Norway’s 

most impressive Renaissance buildings, the Akershus Fortress. 

For those looking for outdoor activities, join a Fjord sightseeing cruise and marvel at the 

unique landscape, adventure in some hiking in Nordmarka or go skiing at Oslo Winter Park. 

Explore the charming Old Town and stop by the main shopping area, Karl Johan street. Tour 

the Aker Brygge neighborhood, catch a concert at the Oslo Opera House, or relax at a typical 

Scandinavian floating sauna. 

See also: things to do in Oslo 

70 – Blue Lagoon, Iceland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-oslo/


 

One of Iceland’s most famous attractions, the unique Blue Lagoon, is the perfect way to relax 

on a day trip from Reykjavik – and multiple tours are available, making it very easy to access. 

With a unique milky blue shade (due to the high silica concentration in the water), this insta-

worthy destination is a great option all year round, with an average temperature of 39 °C at 

the geothermal pools. 

Just remember to book the tickets in advance, considering its broad popularity. 

See also: things to do in Reykjavik, day trips from Reykjavik 

71 – Corsica, France 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-reykjavik/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-reykjavik-places-to-visit-iceland/


 

Immediately located above Sardinia, perfectly mixing French and Italian culture, bathed by 

the warm Mediterranean waters, the island of Corsica is a great European destination for the 

summer months. 

With Corsica’s stunning sandy beaches with crystal clear water, spend the holidays 

sunbathing and relaxing at the famous Porto-Vecchio or the secret Petit Sperone Beach. 

Explore the rich underwater fauna and flora on a diving or snorkeling tour; and adventure 

through the Bavella Needles or the epic GR20 hiking trail and marvel at Corsica’s landscape. 

Take the time to stroll through Bastia Old Harbor, visit the lovely villages of La Balagne, 

Pigna or Sant’ Antonino, and delight with the best Mediterranean food, it’ll surely be an 

unforgettable trip. 

See also: best boat tours in Corsica, best islands to visit in Europe during Summer 

72 – Canyon Matka, Republic of Macedonia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-boat-trips-in-corsica/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-island-in-europe-to-visit/


 

Less than a 30-minute drive from Macedonia’s capital, Skopje, the impressive Canyon Matka 

is a popular day/half day trip for locals and tourists alike. 

Covering about 5.000 hectares, this unique nature getaway offers plenty of outdoor activities, 

from renting a kayak to taking a boat tour. 

Despite the unique landscape, one curiosity about this place is it holds Macedonia’s oldest 

artificial lake, made in 1938. 

With several medieval monasteries and 10 caves, including Vrelo Cave, one of Europe’s 

deepest underwater caves, it’s one of the best places to visit in Southeast Europe. 

73 – Belfast, United Kingdom 



 

The largest city in Northern Ireland and its capital, Belfast, is famous worldwide for being 

where the RMS Titanic was built. 

The Titanic legacy is still solid these days; take this opportunity to learn more about its 

history at the Titanic Belfast museum and explore the Titanic Quarter. 

Just one hour from Belfast lies the Dark Hedges, one of Game of Thrones’ most iconic 

filming locations. Consider also combining it with a trip to the unique Giant’s Causeway. 

During the weekends, stop by the St. George’s Market to taste some local specialties, and 

don’t forget to visit Belfast Castle. 

See also: things to do in Belfast 

74 – Palermo, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-belfast/


Palermo Cathedral  

The lively city of Palermo, in the heart of the Mediterranean, has so many Palaces, churches 

and landmarks to explore, no wonder why it’s one of Italy’s major cultural hubs. 

Start by the iconic Cathedral of Palermo and explore its complex history, then climb to the 

rooftop for a bird-eye view of the whole city. 

Continue to the 9th century Norman Palace and admire the impressive details of the Palatine 

Chapel, mixing Greek, Arabic and Latin styles, and exhibiting majestic mosaics. 

Sunbathe in the best white sand beaches in Sicily, from the famous Mondello Beach to the 

natural reserve of Isola delle Femmine. 

Make the most of your trip with a day tour from Palermo, and explore the remarkable Valley 

of the Temples, the ruins of Segesta and Mount Etna, Europe’s most active volcano. 

See also: things to do in Palermo 

75 – Warsaw, Poland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-palermo/


 

Warsaw is a city of contrasts, from the Warsaw Barbican, one of the remaining historic 

fortifications, to the views from the 30th-floor terrace at the Palace of Culture and Science; it 

perfectly blends the past with the modern days. 

Explore the colorful Old Town, one of the main historical attractions, have a glimpse of the 

Polish monarch’s lives both at the Royal Castle and Wilanów Palace. 

Delve into the city’s history at the Warsaw Uprising Museum, catch a show at Grand Theatre, 

one of the most famous opera houses in Europe and embrace Warsaw’s lively nightlife on a 

Polish vodka tour. 

See also: things to do in Warsaw 

76 – Vienna, Austria 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-warsaw/


 

Once the capital of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Vienna is still Austria’s most populated 

city and one of the best summer destinations in Europe, with plenty of festivals and outdoor 

activities. 

Famous for its ties to Mozart and Beethoven, Vienna is often referred to as the city of music; 

take this opportunity to catch a classical concert at Peterskirche, Eschenbach Palace, or 

Musikverein. 

Among the most popular landmarks in Vienna is the Schönbrunn Palace, filled with history 

and immense gardens to explore. Other palaces worth visiting are the Hofburg Imperial 

Palace, currently home to Austria’s president, and Belvedere Palace, with an impressive art 

collection. 

To absorb all of Vienna’s rich history, consider joining a free walking tour, led by local 

guides. But don’t overlook the rest of Austria’s wonders, and save some time for a day trip – 

whether it is to Wachau Valley or Lake Neusiedl, this country won’t disappoint. 

See also: things to do in Vienna, day trips from Vienna, Vienna free walking tours 

77 – Golden Horn Beach, Croatia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-vienna/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-vienna/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/free-walking-tours-vienna/


 

Located in Brac Island, even though not as famous as Hvar and Korčula, lies one of the best 

beaches in Croatia, the Golden Horn Beach – locally known as Zlatni Rat or Rat Beach. 

Bathed by the Adriatic Sea, the stunning white sand beach got its name from the peninsula’s 

unique arrow-shaped formation of sand, and its crystal clear waters promise to marvel anyone 

who visits it. 

Easily reached on a day trip from Split, this paradisiac beach is the perfect place to sunbathe, 

scuba dive, and try many watersports such as jetski or windsurfing. 

See also: things to do in Split, day trips from Split 

78 – Lyon, France 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-split/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-split/


 

When people think about French destinations, Lyon is not often what comes to mind, but 

there are plenty of reasons to visit it, from the world-class gastronomy to its architecture and 

landmarks. 

The Les Halles de Lyon Paul Bocuse, Lyon’s first indoor market, is a mandatory stop for the 

foodies. Along with St. Antoine Market and La Croix Rousse Market, there’s no shortage of 

delicious local meals to try. 

In the heart of Lyon, stop by the impressive Cathédrale Saint-Jean-Baptiste to marvel at the 

Gothic architecture, and take a walking tour around the Vieux Lyon District. 

For those visiting during the summer, catch the Nuits de Fourvière, an arts and music festival 

at the Roman theaters, that promises an unforgettable experience. 

See also: things to do in Lyon 

79 – Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-lyon/


 

When it comes to places to visit in Europe, the Balkans are still gaining popularity, but 

Sarajevo deserves a place on everyone’s bucket list. 

While exploring this budget-friendly European destination, stop by the Baščaršija historical 

market, admire the 16th century Gazi Husrev-beg Mosque and soak in the views from the 

Yellow Bastion. 

However, Sarajevo requires a historical context to understand better the city, with the siege of 

Sarajevo, the longest in modern warfare, still so recent (1992-1996). 

Visit the Sarajevo Tunnel, also known as Tunnel of Hope, built during the siege to allow food, 

supplies, and humanitarian aid into the city; and check the National Museum of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. 

80 – Bordeaux, France 



 

Worldwide famous for its vineyards, the cosmopolitan city of Bordeaux is one of the best 

places to visit in Europe for wine lovers. 

After checking La Cité du Vin, embrace the city’s rich cultural heritage, from the Roman 

Palais Gallien to the Medieval Gates; gothic cathedrals among baroque palaces and more 

historical monuments than one can count. 

Stroll through the iconic Place de la Bourse square, check Bordeaux’s remarkable museums, 

such as the Museum of Fine Arts, the oldest one, and catch a performance at the Grand 

Théâtre de Bordeaux. 

Explore historical chateaux during the day and, for the ultimate fairytale experience, consider 

spending the night in a castle. 

See also: things to do in Bordeaux 

81 – Madeira, Portugal 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-bordeaux/


 

Worldwide famous for Cristiano Ronaldo’s home, the subtropical island of Madeira is one of 

the most beautiful hidden gems in Europe. 

Along the African coast, with warm temperatures during the entire year, this is one of the best 

places to explore rainforests, hike, and enjoy a getaway in nature. 

From the Vereda do Areeiro trail, the glass bottom Cabo Girão viewpoint, or watching the 

sunrise at Pico Ruivo, every spot offers a more breathtaking view than the other. 

After all the hiking, cool off at the unique Porto Moniz’s volcanic swimming pools, with 

crystal clear waters, while marveling at the Atlantic ocean. 

Try the Monte Sledge toboggan ride, one of Madeira’s most unique and fun attractions, 

sliding down the streets on a basket; admire the traditional Santana houses and drink the 

famous Poncha. 

See also: things to do in Madeira 

82 – Alps 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-madeira/


 

Europe’s most extensive mountain range, stretching through 8 countries, from France to 

Slovenia, the Alps are worth visiting for its unique landscape, from crystal clear lakes to 

dramatic mountains. 

In the Italian Alps, one of the most popular attractions is the Dolomites, with the iconic Tre 

Cime di Lavaredo and its 10 km loop trail, or the beautiful Lago di Braies. 

The alps’ higher mountain, Mont Blanc, can be found in the French Alps. The charming 

Chamonix village, surrounded by mountains, is the place for those looking for a relaxing 

getaway – and home to one of the best ski resorts in Europe for those looking for a bit of 

adrenaline. 

From hiking to winter sports, the cherry on top of a trip to the Swiss Alps is the scenic Glacier 

Express 8h ride, from Zermatt to St. Moritz. The unforgettable panoramic train ride is the 

most comfortable way to travel across the alps and admire its landscape. 

In Germany, the Alps can be seen in the Bavaria region, and the best place to admire its 

higher peak is by the Eibsee lake. The obvious choice to admire the Julian Alps in Slovenia is 

Lake Bled, but the trails at Triglav National Park are also worth exploring. 



The Alps can also be visited in Austria, Monaco and Liechtenstein; choose from skiing and 

snowboarding to hiking or just relaxing surrounded by nature, and there’s the recipe for a 

memorable trip. 

83 – Vilnius, Lithuania 

 

Charming Lithuania’s capital, filled with history and a strong Jew heritage, Vilnius was once 

Europe’s largest Jewish center. Consider starting with a free walking tour around the Old 

Town and Jewish Quarter or the artistic district of Užupis. 

Check the 15th century St. Anne’s Church, with its stunning Flamboyant Gothic style, and 

climb to the Three Crosses Monument for the city’s best views. 

There’s plenty to learn about Vilnius’ rich history for those into museums, from the dark 

Museum of Occupations and Freedom Fights, built in a former KGB headquarters (with a 

prison where death penalties were executed), to the exhibitions at the Contemporary Art 

Centre. 

84 – Stonehenge, United Kingdom 



 

The prehistoric Stonehenge, located in Wiltshire, is one of the UK’s most famous landmarks 

and easily reached on a day trip from London – taking about 2 hours. 

Most of Stonehenge’s fame drifts from the fact that no one knows what those mysterious 

stones were used for, and there is no lack of theories, from astronomical studies to pagan 

ceremonies. Still, the most likely one is that it once was a burial ground. 

Welcoming millions of visitors per year, the best time to visit it (for fewer crowds) is during 

weekdays and either in the early morning or sunset. 

See also: Stonehenge tours from London 

85 – Postojna Cave, Slovenia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/stonehenge-tours-from-london/


 

What says “once in a lifetime experience” more than taking an underground train through a 

karst cave in Slovenia? 

With millions of years of history, carved by the Pivka River, the Postojna Cave is one of 

Slovenia’s most beautiful natural wonders and lies 46km from Ljubljana. 

Save an hour and a half for the cave tours, including the cave presentation by a local guide 

and the train ride. The tours are also wheelchair accessible and suitable for all kinds of ages. 

After marveling at the cave’s 24 km of underground passages and massive halls, accompanied 

by the magical sound of the water dripping from the stalactites, stop by the world’s largest 

cave castle, the medieval Predjama Castle. 

86 – Budapest, Hungria 



 

With the iconic Hungarian Parliament Building, Budapest is one of the most photogenic cities 

in Europe, and a great budget-friendly capital to visit. 

Start in the Buda side, exploring the historic Buda Castle, and continue to Fisherman’s 

Bastion, by the stunning Matthias Church, with the best views over the river and the city. 

Cross the Széchenyi Chain Bridge to the Pest side of the river, stop by the Shoes on the 

Danube Bank and join a free walking tour through the Jewish Quarter. 

With rich mineral waters, a trip to Budapest wouldn’t be complete without trying the famous 

thermal baths, such as Széchenyi or Gellért. 

After recharging the energies, consider taking a day trip to the lovely little town by the 

Danube Bend, Szentendre, or the largest lake in central Europe, Lake Balaton. 

See also: things to do in Budapest, day trips from Budapest, Hungarian Parliament tickets 

price, Budapest free walking tours 

87 – Isle of Man 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-budapest/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/day-trips-from-budapest/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/hungarian-parliament-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/hungarian-parliament-tickets/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/de/free-walking-tour-budapest/


 

Between England and Ireland, the small Isle of Man, bathed by the Irish sea, inhabited since 

6500 BC, has plenty of history to discover and fun things to do. 

The Manx Museum is a must for museum lovers, with unique artifacts from the Island’s 

Celtic and Viking past. 

Delve into Isle of Man’s history at one of the best-preserved medieval castles in the world, 

Castle Rushen, and consider checking the Peel Castle as well, built by the Vikings. 

Sports fans? Plan the trip during The Isle of Man TT, for one of the world’s most thrilling 

motorcycle races. 

And for those looking for a getaway among nature, climb the Snaefell Mountain or walk to 

the Fairy Bridge. The Isle of Man has something for every kind of traveler. 

88 – Neuschwanstein Castle, Germany 



 

Welcoming about 1.5 million visitors per year, the Neuschwanstein Castle is one of the most 

impressive attractions in Germany, easily reached on a day trip from Munich. 

Commissioned by King Ludwig II of Bavaria, the castle looks straight from a Disney movie. 

In fact, the resemblances are not a coincidence, as it served as inspiration for the Sleeping 

Beauty Castle. 

Considered one of the most photographed buildings in the world, check the many viewpoints 

and get the best shots of it – including the famous shot of the castle atop of the hill, from the 

Queen Mary’s Bridge, also known as Marienbrücke. 

Even though it’s not allowed to photograph inside the castle, it’s also worth taking a tour and 

exploring its magnificent rooms. Remember to book the tickets in advance, especially if 

you’re planning to visit during the high season. 

See also: Neuschwanstein Castle tickets price 

89 – Durmitor, Montenegro 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/neuschwanstein-castle-tickets/


 

Montenegro is still a hidden gem compared to other European countries, but the Durmitor 

National Park is a pretty solid reason for it to be added to everyone’s bucket list. 

Home to Europe’s largest and deepest canyon, go rafting in the Tara River, or cross the 365m 

Đurđevića Tara Bridge and admire this green oasis ready to be explored, standing 170m 

above the ground. 

Take the trail to Bobotov Kuk and admire Montenegro’s highest peak views, or check the 18 

glacial lakes spread through the park. 

The Durmitor National Park is also perfect for some canyoning, mountain biking, or simply 

enjoying a relaxing nature retreat with a picnic by the lake. 

Consider the 1 km zip line at Extreme Zipline Tara, for those looking for some extra 

adrenaline, reaching a maximum speed of 120 km/h. 

90 – Malta & Gozo 



 

A tiny archipelago bathed by the Mediterranean, Malta is located between Sicily and Tunisia, 

with warm temperatures during the entire year, making it worth visiting even in December for 

a warm winter break. 

Perfectly blending culture with outdoor adventures, visit the Megalithic Temples of Malta, 

built by the Neolithic inhabitants and among the oldest temples in the world. 

Walk along the city walls of the sunny capital, Valletta, admire the interior of the 16th century 

St. John’s Cathedral, and look out for some Game of Throne’s filming locations around the 

island. 

Get away from the tourist crowds and admire Mdina’s old streets, swim in the crystal clear 

waters of the Blue Grotto in Qrendi or the St. Peter’s Pool in Marsaxlokk, and take the whole 

family to Popeye Village. 

Off the main island, stop by Gozo to explore its Ancient Cittadella and marvel at the dramatic 

coastal formations in Dwejra; or snorkel in Comino’s blue lagoon. 

See also: things to do in Malta, best boat tours in Malta & Gozo 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-malta/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-boat-tours-in-malta-and-gozo/


91 – Vatnajökull National Park, Iceland 

 

Moving on to the land of fire and ice, encompassing Europe’s largest glacier, Vatnajökull, the 

Vatnajökull National Park is a destination for the adventurous. 

From hiking to snowmobiling or even kayaking in a glacier, Vatnajökull National Park is a 

paradise for outdoor lovers and promises a memorable trip. 

For those visiting during wintertime, explore the park’s impressive Ice Caves (that melt 

during the spring). 

See also: best things to do in Iceland 

92 – Tallinn, Estonia 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-things-to-do-in-iceland/


 

The charming capital of Estonia, Tallinn, is the country’s major industrial, cultural and 

financial hub, mixed with a rich history, beautiful architecture and stunning landscapes, 

making it one of the most beautiful cities to visit in Europe. 

Start by exploring the Old Town, one of the world’s best-preserved medieval towns, stroll 

through its cobblestone streets and try the local restaurants and coffee shops. 

From the orthodox Alexandre Nevsky Cathedral, built in a magnificent Russian Revival style, 

to the historical Toompea Castle, currently housing Estonia’s parliament, most of the 

attractions can be found in the city’s center. 

To explore its surroundings, visit the Kadriorg Palace, built in the massive 70 hectares, 

Kadriorg Park; or climb to the 21st-floor observation deck at Tallinn TV Tower. 

During the summer, when the days get longer, and the pop-up bars start to appear, relax by 

the coast with a drink in your hand. 

See also: things to do in Tallinn 

93 – Brighton, United Kingdom 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-tallinn/


 

With the nickname of London-by-the-Sea, just one hour away from London and with a 

stunning coastline, the popularity of Brighton among the Londoners spread through the whole 

world, and the city became famous for its culture, artsy vibe and lively entertainment. 

Get a panoramic view 140 meters above the ground from the British Airways i360, enjoy the 

sun at the Brighton Palace Pier, or learn about the city’s history at the fabulous Royal 

Pavilion. 

With more independent shops than one can count, from the best boutiques to vintage stores, 

explore the Brighton Open Market and the iconic North Laine to grab a souvenir and satisfy 

your shopaholic side. 

See also: things to do in Brighton 

94 – Þingvellir National Park, Iceland 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-brighton/


 

Also known as Thingvellir National Park, this UNESCO World Heritage site is the ultimate 

Icelandic experience, filled with natural wonders. 

Home to one of the best places to scuba dive in the world, and the only one where it’s 

possible to swim between two tectonic plates, the Silfra fissure. Or walk between them at 

Almannagja. 

Take also some time to hike through the park’s multiple trails, admiring the park’s landscape, 

especially to Öxarárfoss Waterfall, one of Iceland’s main attractions, or check the horseback 

riding trails. 

For history lovers, theÞingvellir National Park is also home to the world’s oldest parliaments, 

Althing, founded in 930. 

95 – Champagne, France 



 

Also known as the Champagne wine region, this historical province is famous worldwide for 

its champagne production. The Champagne Trail is the best way to introduce wine enthusiasts 

to the most prestigious certified wineries. 

The best time to visit the Champagne is between April and October, with the busiest season in 

September, when the grapes are harvested. Take the time to tour vineyards, and don’t 

overlook the smallest houses for a more authentic and personal experience. 

But the region has much more to offer besides tasting the best sparkling white wine in the 

world. Stop by Reims Cathedral and visit the place where French kings were crowned or visit 

the Archbishop of Reims’ palace, Palace of Tau. 

96 – Zurich, Switzerland 



 

Even though it’s considered one of Europe’s most expensive cities, Zürich has a unique 

charm, with colorful architecture perfectly bending with the lake to create one unforgettable 

scenery. 

Travel back to the medieval times at the Old Town and delve into Switzerland’s finest 

museums, from the FIFA World Football Museum for the sport’s lovers to the unique Beyer 

Clock and Watch Museum. 

Admire the mountains aboard the Funicular Rigiblick or take a boat tour around the moon-

shaped Lake Zürich. 

And to enjoy the trip to its fullest, consider taking a day trip, with plenty of fun options 

available, from the mountain village of Grindelwald to the medieval town of Stein am Rhein, 

or even visiting one of Europe’s tiniest countries, Liechtenstein. 

See also: things to do in Zurich, day trips from Zurich 

97 – Verona, Italy 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-zurich/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/best-day-trips-from-zurich/


 

Among the most romantic destinations in Europe, Verona is one of the best places to visit for 

couples, from its picturesque streets and squares, such as Piazza delle Erbe, to the lovely 

views from Castel San Pietro. 

Eternalized by Shakespeare in Romeo and Juliet, several tours take you across the many 

iconic locations, from the famous balcony at Juliet’s house (La Casa di Giulietta) to Basilica 

of San Zeno Maggiore. 

Tour the ancient Arena of Verona and, for a unique experience, visit during the summer opera 

festival. 

Save some time for a day trip to the impressive Santuario Madonna della Corona, built by a 

cliff 2000 meters above the sea level, or the iconic Lake Garda. 

See also: things to do in Verona 

98 – Liverpool, United Kingdom 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/things-to-do-in-verona/


 

The Beatles’ famous hometown, start your Liverpool adventure at The Beatles Story museum, 

filled with history and objects, from clothes owned by the group to handwritten lyrics. 

With one of the world’s most important trading ports, explore Royal Albert Dock, a former 

major trading center. 

Admire the city’s outstanding architecture, from the Cathedral of the Risen Christ to the 

incredible buildings along the Pier Head. For the sports fans, check the Liverpool FC Museum 

and take a stadium tour. 

Even though the show is set in Birmingham, Liverpool is actually home to plenty of Peaky 

Blinders filming locations, from Port Sunlight to Falkner Square. 

With a lively and diverse nightlife, catch a show at Liverpool’s Royal Court Theatre or grab a 

drink at the historic Cavern Club; there’s always fun granted in the city. 

See also: things to do in Liverpool 

99 – Valencia, Spain 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-liverpool/


 

With a mild climate, futuristic architecture mixed with rich history, delicious food and lively 

ambiance, Valencia is one of the best places to visit in Europe all year round. 

Home to one of Spain’s largest stadiums, sports lovers must include the Mestalla Stadium on 

their list – and maybe catch a Valencia Football Club’s game there. 

Admire the outstanding design of the City of Arts and Sciences and visit Europe’s largest 

aquarium, Oceanografic. Consider combining the ticket with a visit to the Hemispheric or the 

Science Museum. 

Take a walking tour around the Old Town, visit La Lonja de la Seda, one of the most iconic 

landmarks in Valencia and delve into the city’s history at the many museums, from the 

Museum of Fine Arts to the Ceramics Museum. 

Taste local tapas at the Central Market, enjoy a fine dinner at Colón Market, and no trip to 

Valencia would be complete without trying the typical paella. 

See also: things to do in Valencia, Oceanografic Valencia tickets price 

100 – Istanbul, Turkey 

https://tourscanner.com/blog/fun-things-to-do-in-valencia/
https://tourscanner.com/blog/oceanografic-valencia/


Hagia Sophia, Istanbul  

With a timeless combination of ancient and modern life, the bustling Istanbul is famous for 

being the bridge between Europe and Asia. 

The main attractions are the Hagia Sophia, with marvelous Byzantine architecture; the Blue 

Mosque, with outstanding beauty and religious importance; and the Grand Bazaar, one of the 

world’s largest and oldest covered markets; but there are countless sites to explore. 

With European and Asian influences, Istanbul is a paradise for the foodies: from delicious 

street food to multiple restaurants and cafes to try. 

Climb to the Rumelihisarı Fortress for the best views between the two continents, and take 

this opportunity to catch a ferry to Asia. 

Just one hour’s flight away from Istanbul is the magical Cappadocia. Consider taking a day 

trip to see the fairy chimneys and fly aboard the world-famous hot air balloons. 

 


